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JOHN MARTIN FISCHER

TOOLEY AND THE TROLLEY

(Received 12 February,1990)

I. TOOLEY ON THE TROLLEY

Judith Thomson has discussed the Trolley Probiem in two interesting
and influentialpapers.'Thomsonattributesthe originalformulationand
discusion of the problem to PhilippaFoot.2 Recently, Michael Tooley
has discussed a version of the problem,and he has defended what he
takes to be the solution suggestedby Thomson.3In this paper I shall
first very briefly set out a version of the problem.Then I shall explain
Tooley's preferred solution to the problem and his defense of this
solution. Finally, I shall argue that Tooley's solution is inadequate:
either it is no solution at all to the particularversion of the problem
discussed by Tooley, or it is not suitablygeneralizableto other cases
which are similar to the cases involved in Tooley's version of the
problem.
Consider the following two cases. Let us call the first case, "ByA trolleyis hurtlingdown the tracks.There are
stander-at-the-Switch".4
five "innocent"persons on the track ahead of the trolley,and they will
all be killed if the trolley continues going straightahead.5There is a
spur of track leading off to the right. Unfortunately,there is one
innocent person on that spur of track.The brakes of the trolley have
failed, and you are strollingby the track.You see that you could throw
a switch that would cause the trolley to go onto the rightspur.You are
an "innocentbystander",i.e., not an employee of the railroad,etc. You
can throw the switch, thus saving the five persons but causingthe one
to die, or you can do nothing,thus allowingthe five to die. Whatshould
you do?
It seems that it would at least be permissiblefor you to turn the
trolley to the right,thus savingthe five but killingthe one. Perhapsit is
Philosophical Studies 62: 93-100, 1991.
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also obligatoryto do this, but it is at least intuitivelyplausiblethat one
may turnthe trolleyto the right.
Thomson asks you to
But considernow a second case, "Transplant".
imaginethat you are a surgeon,"a trulygreat surgeon".Now there are
five persons in the hospital,each of whom needs an organ in order to
survive. It just happens that an innocent visitor has arrived in the
hospital,and you know that he is tissue-compatiblewith all the people
who need organs,and that you could cut him up and distributehis parts
among the five who need them. Would it be permissiblefor you to
performthe operation(withouthis consent)?
It certainly seems as if it would not be permissible for you to
proceed. But why is it permissiblefor you to save the five in "BystanThis is what Thomson is
der-at-the-Switch"but not in "Transplant"?
inclinedto call the "TrolleyProblem".
Tooley endorses what he takes to be Thomson's solution to this
problem, which is as follows. In "Bystander"all six persons have an
equal claim that the trolley not run over them, and the five claims
togetherconstitutea reason to save the five which is not overriddenby
the lone individual'sclaim not to be run over by the trolley.In "Transplant"the lone individual'sclaim not to be killed trumpsthe claims of
the five insofar as his bodily organs are his. That is, each person has a
much strongerclaim to his bodily organs than anyone else does, and
thus the lone individualhas a much strongerclaim to his bodily organs
than does any of the five (and indeed than do the five together).Tooley
says, "Thomson'sanswer is that in the trolley case the lone individual
has no more claim not to be run over by the trolley than each of the
other five individuals,whereas in the medical case the healthy person
has more of a claim to his organs- simplybecausethey are his - than
the other five individuals.This seems to be a plausible view of the
matter."6Later, Tooley says (in respect of a related example)that the
key distinctionis between"allowinga person to keep thingsto whichhe
has a claim, and giving them to someone else who does not have a
comparableclaimto them."7
I shall now argue that the sort of solution favored by Tooley is
morally unacceptable.Consider anothercase, "Scan".Again, there are
five people dying - this time they are dying of some disease. Let us
suppose that there is a scanningdevice that can scan the brain of an
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individual(with certainneurologicalproperties)and generateinformation that can be used to save the five dying persons. Imaginefurther
that there is an innocent visitor to the hospital who is neurologically
suited to the scan. Unfortunately,if you do the scan, you kill this
innocent person, for the scanningmethod is lethal. You can save the
five if you do the scan, but you will kill the one if you do so, and this is
the only wayin whichyou could save the five.
It seems to me that if it is morallyunacceptableto save the five in
it is also morallyunacceptableto save the five in "Scan".
"Transplant",
That is, it is plausible to suppose that there is some wrong-making
and "Scan"whichis sufficient
featurewhich is common to "Transplant"
to render saving the five unacceptablein both cases. But Tooley's
explanation of the wrongness of saving the five in "Transplant"is
clearlyirrelevantto "Scan":there is no issue of propertyrightsto one's
bodily parts or the redistributionof somethingfrom someone with a
stronger claim to it to others with a weaker claim to it. And it is
completely unclearhow one could generate an account of the wrongness of saving the five in "Scan"that employs the notion of claims or
rights that would not equally imply that saving the five in "Bystander"
would be wrong.For example,if one explainsthe wrongnessof saving
the five in "Scan"by appealingto the lone individual'sclaimthat no one
else employ some device that would cause his death, then it obviously
followsthatsavingthe five in "Bystander"
wouldbe impermissible.
in
the
five
"Scan"
is
if
is
Saving
wrong savingthe five in "Transplant"
wrong.But Tooley's explanationof the wrongnessof savingthe five in
"Transplant"does not apply to "Scan".Now if there is some wrongmaking feature common to both "Transplant"and "Scan"(which is
sufficient to render it morally unacceptableto save the five in each
case), then Tooley's explanationof the wrongnessof savingthe five in
is inadequate.I suppose that it could be arguedthat what
"Transplant"
makesit wrongto save the five in "Scan"is differentfromwhatmakesit
wrongto save the five in "Transplant".
That is to say, it mightbe argued
that "Scan"has at least one wrong-makingfeature not possessed by
"Transplant",where this feature would in itself be sufficient for the
conclusion that it is unacceptableto save the five in "Scan".Then it
would not follow from the fact thatTooley's explanationdoes not apply
to "Scan"that it must be rejectedas an explanationof the wrongnessof
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But then we would be left with a New
saving the five in "Transplant".
Trolley Problem:in virtueof what may we save the five in "Bystander"
but not in "Scan"?So either Tooley's purported explanation is no
genuineexplanationof the wrongnessof killingthe five in "Transplant",
or it cannotsuitablybe generalizedto relatedcases.
Tooley presents another example which he believes reinforces his
(He
explanationof the wrongness of killing the five in "Transplant".
attributesthis example to Jeff McMahon.)It will be instructivebriefly
there are five
In "Transplant*"
to consider this case, ";Transplant*".
persons who are dying (because they need organs), you are a great
surgeon,etc. You know that a particularindividualis tissue-compatible
with the five, and that you could use his organs to save the five.
Suddenly,he is in an automobileaccident, and he will die unless you
call an ambulance.If you call, he will live, and if you do not call the
ambulance,he will die (andyou can use his organsto save the five).
Intuitively,it is impermissiblefor you to refrainfrom calling(and to
Certainly,if it is impermissibleto save
save the five) in "Transplant*".
is
it
the five in "Transplant", impermissibleto save the five in "TransFirst, he claims
plant*".Tooley makes two claims about "Transplant*".
that it shows that the criticalmoral distinction(in virtue of which we
can systematizeour intuitivejudgmentsabout a broad rangeof cases) is
not the distinctionbetween action and omission (or at least the distinction between killingand lettingdie): after all, your behaviorin "Trans(if you go ahead and save the
plant*"is equallybad as in "Transplant"
you are merelylettingthe one individual
five), and yet in "Transplant*"
you are killing the one.8 Second, Tooley
die, whereas in "Transplant"
corroborateshis explanationof the wrongness
claimsthat "Transplant*"
of saving the five in such cases: "the crucial factor must be that the
organsbelongto the one person."9
As to Tooley's first point, I agree. It is evident that the key moral
distinction cannot be between action and omission (or killing and
letting die) if it is permissible to save the five in "Bystander".(Of
only by killingthe one.)
course,one can save the five in "Bystander"
is
false. The inadequacy of
claim
the
second
I
that
But believe
Tooley's second claim is parallelto the inadequacyof his claim above.
To see this, consider"Scan*"."Scan*"is the same as "Scan"except that
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you are the Chief of Medicineand one of your subordinateshas already
ordered that the (lethal) scan be done on the lone individual.The
preparationsare being made, but you can stop the process by simply
ordering that it be stopped. If you refrainfrom so ordering,the scan
will be done, the lone individualwill be killed, and the five will be
saved. If you order that the scan not be done, the one individualwill be
savedbut the five willdie.
It seems to me that "Scan*'is morally on a par with "Scan."It is
impermissiblefor you to refrain from stopping the scan in "Scan*."
Certainly,if it is impermissibleto save the five in "Scan,"it is impermissible to save the five in "Scan*."But it is evident that Tooley's putative
explanationof the wrongnessof saving the five in "Transplant*"
does
not apply to "Scan*":there is no issue of propertyrights,or of taking
somethingto which one individualhas a strongerclaim and givingit to
others who have a less strongclaim to it. Also, if one says that the one
individualhas the claim againstall others that they not behavein such a
way (eitherthroughtheir actionsor their omissions)that some mechanism is triggeredwhich causes his death,then one clearlycannot say that
it is permissibleto save the five in "Bystander".
To proceed as above. If there is some wrong-makingfeaturewhichis
common to both "Scan*"and "Transplant"
which is sufficientto render
it morally unacceptableto save the five in each case, then Tooley's
explanation of the wrongness of saving the five in Transplant is
manifestlyinadequate - it does not apply to "Scan*."And if what
makes it wrong to save the five in "Scan*"is not identical to what
makes it wrong to save the five in "Transplant",
i.e., if there is at least
one wrong-makingfeature possessed by "Scan*"but not "Transplant"
which would in itself be sufficient for the claim that it is morally
unacceptableto save the five in "Scan*",then we still have the residual
problem (seemingly as intractable as the original problem about
"Bystander"
and "Transplant"):
in virtueof whatis it permissibleto save
the five in "Bystander"
but not in "Scan*"?
I believe, then, that Tooley's solution to the Trolley Problem(which
he attributesto Thomson in her first paper on the subject)is inadequate. Although I cannot argue this point here, it is hard for me to see
how any fairly straightforwardappeal to rightsor claims can solve the
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Trolley Problem.'"Certainly,it does not appearthat any such appealto
propertyrights(and in particularto propertyrightsto one's own bodily
organs)can do the trick.
II. THE TROLLEY PROBLEM

In this paperI have had a ratherminimalproject.I have been assuming
for the sake of this discussion, that the intuitive judgments which
generatethe Trolley Problem are valid. That is, I have been assuming
that there is an importantmoral difference between "Bystander"and
"Transplant",and I have considered whether Tooley's purported
solutionis adequate,giventhis assumption.
It should be pointed out that there are deep and difficult issues
in the
lurkinghere, some of which are raised (if only epigrammatically)
above discussion. For example, it was assumed that whereas it is
it is impermissibleto save
permissibleto save the five in "Bystander",
the five in "Transplant".
And I claimedthatif it is impermissibleto save
the five in "Transplant",then it is impermissibleto save the five in
"Scan".It follows that there is an importantmoral differencebetween
"Bystander"and "Scan":whereas it is permissibleto save the five in
it is impermissibleto save the five in "Scan".But in virtue
"Bystander",
of whatare these two cases distinguishable?
In attemptingto distinguishthe two cases, one could appeal to the
Doctrine of the Double Effect, according to which there is a crucial
moral differencebetween intendinga result (as an end or a means)and
merely foreseeingsome result (whichis a side-effectof what one does).
the death of the
Thus, one could point out that whereasin "Bystander"
one person is a mere side-effectof what one does, in "Scan"the death
of the one is (in some intuitivesense) a necessarymeans of savingthe
five. But I do not think that the Doctrine of the Double Effect is
ultimatelytenable." Apart from appealing to the Doctrine, it is not
evident how one mightexplainthe differencebetween the two cases, if
thereis sucha difference.
One could turn thingsupside down and argueas follows.There is no
moraldifferencebetween "Bystander"
and "Scan".(In the firstcase, you
direct a train onto the one person, and in the second case, you direct
some rays onto a person.) Further,it is not unreasonableto think (as I
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are morallysimilar.
have suggestedabove) that "Scan"and "Transplant"
But if these two claims are true, then there would be some reason to
assimilate (as regards what is morally permissible) "Bystander"and
"Transplant".Of course, this calls into question the original assumptions whichgeneratethe TrolleyProblem.
In this paper I have provisionally accepted the intuitions that
generatethe Trolley Problem,and I have pointed to the inadequacyof
a certain strategywhich purportsto explain those intuitions.But the
considerationsjust presentedoffer at least some reason to questionthe
validity of the original intuitivejudgments.Elsewhere I have offered
various other examples which call into question those judgments.'2
Looming on the horizon is the (admittedlyscandalousand surprising)
possibility that there really is no Trolley Problem. Perhaps - and I
emphasize that I have not argued for this conclusion here and that I
know of no conclusive reason to adopt the conclusion - it is permissible to save the five in all of the cases pertinent to the Trolley
Problem.This is a conclusionwhich a prudentperson would not rush
to embrace,andit is a subjectfor furtherthought.13

NOTES
"Killing,LettingDie, and the Trolley Problem',The Monist 1976, and "TheTrolley
Problem",The Yale Law Journal 94 (1985). Both articles are re-printedin: William
Parent,,(ed.), Rights, Restitution,and Risk, (Cambridge,Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1986), pp. 78-116.
2 "TheProblemof Abortion and the Doctrine of the Double Effect",OxfordReview 5
(1967).
3 Michael Tooley, Abortion and Infanticide,(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983), pp.
214-6. Thomson has modified her suggestion for a solution in her second paper
(which was not in print at the time of Tooley's writing);Tooley is focussing on the
solution suggestedin Thomson'sfirst paper.I have discussedand criticizedThomson's
new approach - suggested in her second paper - in: "Thoughtson the Trolley
Problem",forthcomingin: John MartinFischerand MarkRavizza,(eds.), Problemsand
Principles,Holt, Rinehart,and Winston,1991.
I I follow Thomson here in namingthe case, "Bystander".
Tooley discusses a slightly
different example, but it is more useful to employ "Bystander",and nothing in my
discussion of Tooley will depend on the differencebetween "Bystander"and Tooley's
closely relatedcase.
I I shall use "innocent"in a ratherbroad sense to mean that the personshave not done
anythingmorallywrong in virtueof which they "deserve"to die or have forefeitedtheir
right to life, etc. Further,I shall assume in this paper that no "specialfacts distinguish
the persons involved in the cases. For instance, none of the six persons involved in
"Bystander-at-the-Switch"
is a mass-murderer,great scientist,etc. Further,one has not
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made special arrangementswith any of them.Of course, I shall be enagingin schematic
and partialdescriptionsof the variouscases, and the readerwill need to keep in mind
that certain ways of filling in the details of the cases will affect the moral judgments
appropriateto the cases.
6 Tooley, p. 215.
7 Tooley, p. 216.
8

Tooley, pp. 215-6.

Tooley, p. 216.
For further development of this point, see: Fischer, "Thoughtson the Trolley
Problem".Also, there will be a detailed discussionof the Trolley Problemand related
issues in:Fischerand Ravizza(eds.),Problemsand Principles.
I For a critical discussion of the Doctrine of the Double Effect, see: Fischer,
"Thoughtson the TrolleyProblem".
12 Fischer, "Thoughtson the Trolley Problem",and "SecondThoughtson the Trolley
Problem(unpublishedmanuscript).
13 1 have benefittedfrom discussionswith AlexanderRosenbergand MarkRavizza.I
amindebtedto veryusefulandgenerouscommentsby MichaelTooley.
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